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Course Introduction

Who is this skills development
programme for?

The Square Metre Group (Crowd Safety Training) are proud to offer this industry leading
Ofqual regulated qualification, which is new for 2020. 
 
The Level 5 Award in Crowd Safety Management (RQF) incorporates all of the learning
from our former Crowd Science and Risk Analysis programme which was successfully
delivered across the world.
 
If you are in charge of people in crowded spaces, you need to understand the principles
and applications of Crowd Safety Management (CSM) and Crowd Science, specifically
Crowd Risk Analysis. This course teaches event professionals the principles and
applications of Crowd Safety and Crowd Science and draws on over 30 years of 
experience and research by Crowd Safety Managers who are responsible for some of the
worlds leading events.
 
The course takes the delegates from a basic understanding of crowd risks and crowd
safety in crowded places and works through the principles and applications of causality
for major incidents. During the course, delegates are taken through their own site/case
related issues and by the end of the three day workshop, they will understand how
individuals and crowds react to and behave in available space in places of public
assembly. They will also have explored the safety implications for designing and
managing such spaces using the appropriate modelling tools and will be able to apply risk
management techniques to the development of a robust crowd management plan.
 

Typical delegates include site or venue operational managers, stewarding and security
organisations, emergency services, organising committees, railway station personnel,
architects and local authority officers with licensing, planning or leisure management
responsibilities
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CST Introduction to Crowd Science and Risk Analysis

 
 

What does the programme include?

Entry Requirements

How long does the programme take?

On successful completion of this programme learners will achieve the following:

The entry requirements for this programme will be determined between the training 
provider and the employer. Typically, the standard would be for a learner to have five
GCSEs at Grade C or equivilant. Alternatively, extensive industry experience and
acceptable initial assessment scores would be considered. 
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The initial workshop is three days in length plus a time period of 3-6 months
is permitted for assignment and self study.



Does this course focus  only on stadia? 

What if I want to complete quicker?

Will I have a mentor?

This programme caters for a plethora of crowded place types including, stadia, green
field sites, city-wide events, road races, football, motor racing and major events such
as football/rugby world cups and major athletics tournaments.
 
The knowledge acquired from this course will enable delegates to understand the
planning process for all types of events, and unless required, we will not focus on
one single type of crowd.  
 

Learners may complete units and assignments at a faster pace if they would like.
Coaches will assess learners based on their merits and decide in consultation with
senior management if a learner can complete in a shorter period of time.  
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Our learning development coaches are all industry expert practitioners and
operate at the highest level of management world-wide. You will be assigned a
coach during induction; this person will mentor you through the programme. Your
coach will assist with any on-going questions that you may have.
 



How is this programme delivered?

Will I have a mentor or assessor?

This programme is delivered through a blend of workshops and guided self study.
Initially, learners are required to attend a three-day workshop. This workshop is
designed to be intensive and to deliver a high level of strategic crowd safety
knowledge in a short period of time. Day three of the workshop invites learners to
apply their learning to an event plan of their choice; this is completed in small groups
and then presented back to the class.
 
Two assignments will be issued post-workshop based on the classroom training; this
is to quantify that the learner has fully understood the learning and is suitable for a
certificate of achievement.
 
Once the initial assignment has been marked, learning coaches will assess the work,
and if it meets the expected standard, it will then be sent for Internal Quality
Assurance (IQA).

Our learning development coaches are all industry expert practitioners and operate at
the highest level of  crowd management world-wide. You will be assigned a coach during
induction; this person will mentor you through the programme. Your coach will assist
with any on-going questions that you may have.
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Can this programme be delivered at my
workplace?

Country Partners

Crowd Safety Training regularly deliver public access and private programmes
across Australia, New Zealand, Asia, Europe and The Middle East. 
 
The Level 5 Award in Crowd Safety Management can be delivered anywhere in the
world at your premises subject to our standard terms. Please contact us to discuss
your requirements in more detail and we will be happy to bespoke the training
programme to suit your needs. 
 
 

We are always looking for new partners to work with across the world to promote our
courses. We currently work with a number of organisations who host our courses and
receive good levels of income and recognition in the process.
 
Once an agreement has been signed with a Country Partner, all training courses are
arranged by the partner and we will not work with any other lead organisation in the
same country. This enables new partners to raise their own profile by promoting crowd
safety theory, application and training to their customer base.
 
If you would like to explore the option of becoming a country partner, then please email 
Andy Hollinson at Andy.Hollinson@thesquaremetregroup.com  
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The Former Law Court

13 Church Road

Redditch

B97 4AB

 

info@crowdsafetytraining.com 

 +44 (0)1604 436880
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